Local dielectric properties around polar region of lipid bilayer membranes.
Local dielectric constant was evaluated from the Stokes shifts of fluorescence spectra of L-alpha-dansylphosphatidylethanolamine (DPE) incorporated into liposomes made of synthetic phosphatidylcholine (dipalmitoyl or distearoyl) or bovine brain phosphatidylserine. The evaluation was established as follows. First, the Stokes shift of DPE was assured to follow Mataga-Lippert's equation and was a function of the dielectric constant and the refractive index in some standard organic solvents. Second, the change of the refractive index did not contribute much to the change in the Stokes shift. Third, the time resolved fluorescence depolarization of DPE in liposomes showed that the cone wobbling diffusion was rapid relative to the fluorescence lifetime and therefore that the dielectric relaxation did not affect the evaluation of the constant in the polar region of membranes. We then investigated the characteristics of the local dielectric constant in the polar region of the lipid bilayer and found that the dielectric constant varies between 4 and 34 depending upon calcium binding and also gel/liquid-crystal phase transition. Such large changes of the local dielectric constant were further correlated with the dynamic structure of lipid bilayer membranes measured by conventional fluorescence depolarization techniques. The large changes of dielectric constant around the polar region suggest that electrostatic interactions at this region can be altered 10-fold by such ionic or thermotropic factors and therefore that local dielectric properties can play crucial roles in membrane functions.